Seasonal changes in nasal cytology in mite-allergic patients

Background: House dust mites (HDMs) are a major cause of allergic rhinitis (AR) and asthma worldwide. Recent studies suggested that the allergen load presents seasonal modifications, giving rise to seasonal variation in nasal inflammation and symptoms. The aim of this study was to evaluate by nasal cytology whether nasal inflammation in mite-allergic patients changes with the seasons of the year.

Methods: The study included 16 patients (seven males and nine females, mean age 38.1 years) with persistent AR caused by monosensitization to HDMs. Nasal cytology was performed in all patients once monthly for 1 year.

Results: Nasal cytology showed that the cells most commonly detected in the nasal mucosa were neutrophils. During the period from October to April, a peak in the number of neutrophils and also the presence of significant numbers of eosinophils, mast cells, and lymphocytes/plasma cells were found, which shows the occurrence of more intense inflammation during these months.

Conclusion: Nasal cytology provides useful data in detecting nasal inflammation and its association with the clinical stage of AR. The seasonal variations in nasal cytology are likely to be induced by the fluctuations in the HDM allergen that have been uncovered in recent investigations.
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Introduction

House dust mites (HDMs), and particularly the species Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus and Dermatophagoides farinae, are a major cause of allergic rhinitis (AR) and asthma worldwide. HDMs belong to the Aracnidae family, are ubiquitous under the altitude of 2,000 meters, and proliferate better in humid and warm environments, the most limiting factor for their growth being air humidity. In fact, larger mite populations are found when absolute indoor humidity is above 7 g/kg (45% relative humidity at 20°C). The allergen components of HDMs have been well characterized and cloned, the major allergens being Group 1 proteins (Der p 1 and Der f 1) and Group 2 proteins (Der p 2 and Der f 2). HDMs are generally considered as a perennial allergen source, but recent data suggest that their allergen load presents seasonal variations. In countries with a moderate climate, the optimum temperature and humidity for mite proliferation occurs in early autumn, with further fluctuations determined by the presence or absence of house heating, these fluctuations being more marked in the no-heating season. The changes in mite allergen concentration have an obvious influence on allergic symptoms in sensitized subjects, and also on the production of mite-specific immunoglobulin E (IgE) antibodies. A further approach to assess the variations in nasal...
inflammation caused by exposure to HDMs is nasal cytology, which was proposed as a nasal test in the 1970s\textsuperscript{6} and later showed the characteristics to be used in clinical practice\textsuperscript{10} and the capacity to provide very useful data in staging the severity of AR.\textsuperscript{11,12} This present study aimed to evaluate, by nasal cytology, whether nasal inflammation in mite-allergic patients changes with the seasons of the year.

Materials and methods

The study included 16 patients (seven males and nine females, mean age 38.1 years, standard deviation 8.7 years) with persistent AR caused by monosensitization to HDMs, as demonstrated by a positive skin-prick test and negative results to any other allergen. Based on the certainty of diagnosis, no other test, such as in-vitro tests or nasal provocation test, was performed. Patients must also have had a negative history for other nasal disorders. In addition, patients must have been untreated for AR from at least 7 days before nasal cytology to avoid influence of drugs on the rhinocytogram. Nasal cytology was performed in all patients once monthly for 1 year by anterior rhinoscopy with the technique previously described.\textsuperscript{11} The following steps characterize the cytological technique: sampling, processing (with fixing and staining), and observation through microscopy. The cytological sampling consists of collecting the nasal mucosa surface cells by the Rhino-probe (Arlington Scientific, Springville, UT, USA).\textsuperscript{12} The sampling step must be carefully performed through anterior rhinoscopy, using a nasal speculum and good lighting. When the sampling is obtained, the material is placed on a glass slide, fixed by air drying, and stained by the May-Grunwald-Giemsa method, which allows the detection of all the cellular components of the nasal mucosa, including those cells that are associated with the immune inflammation process (such as neutrophils, eosinophils, lymphocytes, and mast cells). The slide is then observed through a light microscope supplied with an object-glass, able to magnify up to 1,000×. For the rhinocytogram analysis, at least 50 microscopic fields have to be read in order to detect all the cells present in the sample.

According to clinical data, the nasal obstruction parameter was expressed by a quali-quantitative scale ranging from 0 (no obstruction) to 10 (complete obstruction). This parameter was evaluated along with the number of eosinophils recorded for each patient, by means of correlation analysis, in order to verify whether these two variables are associated and to determine the degree of association of the combined change. Two distinct correlation analyses were performed: per patient (the evaluation was carried out by correlating, for 12 months, the two variables [eosinophils and nasal obstruction], so as to have exactly 12 pairs of values for each patient); and per month (in this case, the evaluation was carried out by correlating, for the 16 patients, the two variables [eosinophils and nasal obstruction], so as to have exactly 16 pairs of values for each month).

No interventions, except clinical routine practice, were performed during this study. Since the study completely reflected real-life clinical practice, it was simply notified to the local ethics committee (University of Bari). Written informed consent was obtained by each participant.

Results

Nasal cytology showed that the cells most commonly detected in the nasal mucosa were neutrophils, which define the condition named as minimal persistent inflammation.\textsuperscript{13} During the period from October to April, a peak in the number of neutrophils and also the presence of significant numbers of eosinophils, mast cells, and lymphocytes/plasma cells were found, which show the occurrence in these months of more intense inflammation. Figure 1 shows the counts of the different cells. The range, the mean values, and the standard error were as follows: for neutrophils, from 27 cells per microscopic field in August to 200 cells in November, with a mean of 79.1±65.7 cells (standard error 18.96); for eosinophils, from four cells in July to 36 cells in March, with a mean of 9.2±7.9 cells (standard error 2.30); for mast cells, from 0 cells in July and August to 0.4 cells in April, October, and November, with a mean of 0.19±0.16 cells (standard error 0.05); for lymphocytes/plasma cells, from 0.2 cells in June–August to six cells in April, with a mean of 1.32±2.02 cells (standard error 0.58).

According to the correlation between nasal cytology and nasal obstruction, the results were as follows. In the “per patient” analysis, the two variables were found to be directly related in the sense that the increase in the number of eosinophils increased the degree of nasal obstruction. In some patients, this correlation was statistically significant (patients 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, and 9); in others, it confirmed a trend of direct correlation (patients 5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, 14, and 16) but was not statistically significant; and in two patients (11 and 15), the correlation was indirect and not statistically significant. The evaluation of the average value from the total number of patients for 12 months confirmed a direct and statistically significant correlation. In the “per month” analysis, the two variables were found to be directly related in the sense that the increase in the number of eosinophils increased the degree
of nasal obstruction. In some months, this correlation was statistically significant (January, May, July, and September); in others, it confirmed a trend of direct correlation (February, March, April, June, October, and November) but was not statistically significant; and in two months (August, December), the correlation was indirect and not statistically significant. The evaluation of the average value from the total number of months for the 16 patients confirmed a direct and statistically significant correlation (Figure 2).

**Discussion**

Exposure to HDMs is typically perennial and is mirrored by a persistent occurrence of allergic symptoms in sensitized subjects. However, it is long known that the intensity of symptoms may remarkably change over the year, although a minimal persistent inflammation may be detected when mite-allergic patients are asymptomatic. Actually, only extreme measures of mite avoidance, such as staying at high altitude, are able to virtually ablate airway inflammation.
which is present in sensitized patients and related to the indoor levels of HDM allergens. In fact, inflammatory markers are directly influenced by the HDM allergen levels detected in the houses of patients. This was shown also for subjects living in the same regions where the patients of the present study resided. Previous studies have investigated the effects of HDM exposure on inflammatory markers of allergic diseases, considering only the actual levels of allergen at the time of exposure. However, recent studies have shown that the concentration of HDMs fluctuates throughout the year. Evaluating the seasonal dynamics in dust samples collected from bedrooms, the highest number of positive samples and the greatest taxonomic richness of mites was observed in the October–December period. Furthermore, a study from Australia found that the mite concentrations in beds had a 2–3-fold annual fluctuation during a 7-year period of observation, showing the highest values in late autumn and the lowest values in summer. This confirmed

**Figure 1** Variations in the cell count of neutrophils (A), eosinophils (B), mast cells (C), and lymphocytes/plasma cells (D) in the different months of the year.
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previous observations that the wide seasonal variations in humidity and temperature, both in houses and apartments, are correlated with HDM allergen concentrations, which show similar seasonal fluctuations, being higher in autumn. From a clinical point of view, another study investigated the effect of climate on the seasonal variations of D. pteronyssinus specific IgE (sIgE) in serum during a 10-year period; D. pteronyssinus sIgE levels showed a seasonal pattern with an annual peak in November, and multivariate analyses indicated that solar radiation and relative humidity were independent factors associated with D. pteronyssinus sIgE levels.

Nasal cytology assesses the consequence of the IgE-mediated inflammation in the target organ of AR. We recently demonstrated that the results of nasal cytology are correlated with the stage of AR, as established by the Allergic Rhinitis and its Impact on Asthma (ARIA) guidelines, which classifies the disease according to the duration and intensity of symptoms. This was obtained in patients sensitized to grass pollen. In a study on 64 patients with grass pollen-induced AR, 22 patients (34.4%) had mild intermittent, 21 (32.8%) had moderate-to-severe intermittent, ten (15.6%) had mild persistent, and eleven (17.2%) had moderate-to-severe persistent AR. Nasal cytology detected neutrophils in 49 patients, eosinophils in 41 patients, mast cells in 21 patients, and lymphocytes or plasma cells in 28 patients. The patients with moderate-to-severe AR had significantly more mast cells and lymphocytes/plasma cells than those with mild AR. This showed that the ARIA classification of AR is associated with different cell counts in nasal cytology and that moderate-to-severe AR shows significantly increased counts of mast cells and lymphocytes or plasma cells. To the best of our knowledge, no study is available investigating this issue in mite-induced AR. The results of the present study show that a similar cytologic picture occurs in mite-allergic patients. In particular, the cells most commonly detected in the nasal mucosa were neutrophils, and during the period from October to April, a peak in the number of neutrophils and also the presence of significant numbers of eosinophils, mast cells, and lymphocytes/plasma cells were found, showing that in these months there is more intense inflammation. The clinical significance of this finding is demonstrated by the correlation between cytology data and nasal obstruction we found in most patients. This confirms the observations from studies indicating that the mite concentration in the indoor environment has seasonal fluctuations.

Conclusion
As previously demonstrated for grass pollen, nasal cytology provides useful data in detecting nasal inflammation and its association with the clinical stage of AR. The seasonal variations in the cellularity of nasal cytology are likely to be induced by the fluctuations in the HDM allergen that have been demonstrated in recent investigations. These findings could pave the way to novel approaches in the treatment of HDM-induced AR.
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